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by car

From the East
At the exit Dreieck Zurich-Ost, bear towards Zurich city. You have now reached the A1L. From here, turn right into Wasserwerk-
strasse and then right into Rousseaustrasse. Turn left onto Kornhausbrücke and subsequently turn right into Limmatplatz. From 
there, keep left to stay on Limmatplatz and continue straight on Langstrasse. Then turn left into Lagerstrasse and subsequently 
right into Kanonengasse. continue straight ahead and then turn into Stauffacherstrasse.

From the North
At Zurich South junction keep left in the direction of Zurich city/Brunau. Then leave the motorway. continue left into Stauffach-
erquai in direction to Aussersihl and then turn into Stauffacherstrasse.



From the South
Follow the road sign towards Zurich city. Then leave the motorway. continue left into Stauffacherqual in direction to Aussersihl 
and then turn into Stauffacherstrasse.

From the airport
From Zurich Airport, drive in Southwest direction and turn right into Butzenbüelring. Keep to the left and take motorway A51 
direction A1/Bern/Sankt Gallen/ Zurich/Basel. At the exit Zurich North, merge left onto A1/A4/ E41/E60 toward Zurich city/Sankt 
Gallen/Schaffhausen. At the exit Dreieck Zurich-Ost, bear toward Zurich-city. You have now reached the A1L. From here, turn 
right into Wasserwerkstrasse and then right into Rousseaustrasse. continue to Kornhausbrücke and subsequently turn into 
Limmatplatz. From there, keep to the left to stay on Limmatplatz and continue straight on Langstrasse. Then turn left into Lager-
strasse and right into Kanonengasse. continue straight ahead and then turn into Stauffacherstrasse.

ParkiNg SPacES

Pay and display parking spaces are available in front of and nearby our office. As there is only a very limited number of parking 
spaces, we recommend to use public transport.

Public TraNSPorT

From central Station
Either take the tram line 3 in direction of Albisrieden to the station Stauffacher or take the tram line 14 in direction of Triemli to 
the station Stauffacher. From there, it is an approximately three minutes’ walk.

From the airport
Take the S-Bahn line S2 in direction of Ziegelbrücke to Zurich hauptbahnhof. From the station square, take the tram line 14 in 
direction of Triemli to the station Stauffacher. From there, it is an approximately three minutes’ walk.


